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Introduction
the development of prehistoric archaeology into as a scientific discipline began in the late 1850 's (O'Connor 2007 rowley-Conwy 2007) . Hugh Falconer visited Abbeville in November 1858, where he was able to verify in situ evidence of the lithic industry that Jacques boucher de perthes attributed to the antediluvian man (Cohen & Hublin 1989) . later inspections made in 1859 by british and French geologists and paleontologists confirmed the evidence that testified to the great antiquity of human on Earth (Grayson 1983; Van riper 1993; Groenen 1994) . the following year at the Académie des Sciences in paris, Edouard lartet proved the coexistence of humans and extinct fauna (richard 1992) . to consolidate the new discipline, researchers aimed to confirm the French-british consensus on the antiquity of the human race and to extend its presence in the rest of the continent; what was necessary for this were new findings in other European countries (Díaz-Andreu 2007) .
New materials supporting the existence of prehistoric manmade tools were discovered in Spain. the new evidence was found April 1862 in the palaeolithic site of San Isidro near Madrid; the team of researchers comprised the Spanish mining engineer Casiano de prado and the French geologists Edouard de Verneuil and Louis Lartet. This finding marked the beginning of Spanish prehistoric studies by prado.
The emergence of prehistory in Spain
the geologists trained in Spain during the reign of Isabel II (1843-1868) assimilated the new ideas coming from France with precautions. An external factor for Spanish natural science, which conditioned the reception of theories and scientific developments in the country, was the influence of the most intransigent Catholics on government policy, which restricted the freedom of education and promoted a rigid official censorship. This reactionary environment limited the circulation of printed issues that could prove troublesome for the dominant political status; in other words, it was difficult to question Biblical chronology and Genesis' creation story. the Sexenio Revolucionario (1868-1874) established a more liberal policy and the Ley de Libertad de Enseñanza of 1872 helped to overcome the ideological barriers that in previous years had affected the studies related to the origins of Earth and life.
Although the scientific community assumed the antiquity of the human race, the religious opposition remained strong. One of Spain's first ad-value of the geological work of Casiano de prado, who had kindly offered to be their guide in the field, Verneuil and L. Lartet described the geological cross-section from the San Isidro site where the Spanish geologist had taken them. the article continued with the presentation of the silex discovery -a matter that fueled what was already a well-established controversy -and offered a corresponding, detailed description of that piece. the authors also explain that in the diluvial terrains of Madrid they had found fossil remains of Elephas africanus, a pachyderm that at the time of the article lived only in the central and southern regions of Africa. they concluded from the prehistoric and paleontological data that humans lived in Spain at the same time as the quaternary aluvial sediments were depositing in France and England, where objects of human industry were later uncovered, along with the remains of extinct mammals such as Elephas primigenius. the silex axe from Madrid was found in sediments that had been formed in circumstances analogous to, and very possibly synchronised with, the alluvial sediments in France and England. It was therefore shown that also in Spain had humans been a contemporary of the ancient pachyderms, in this case of an elephant species that was still alive, which disappeared from the European continent at an unknown period and passed from the Mediterranean zone of Africa to the central and southern regions of that continent. the paper ends by adding that Casiano de prado had recently informed the authors that another piece of worked silex had been found in San Isidro (Verneuil and lartet 1863b) . louis lartet's relative importance in the search for and identification of prehistoric tools, and his role in Spain as precursor of studies in this science, has been much debated and has given rise to a controversy whose origins lie in the French naturalists's own statements. In a footnote in his article on the research in the Cameros Mountains caves, l. lartet (1866a) claimed that in 1862 he had been lucky enough to receive an axe worked from silex, similar to those from Saint-Acheul and Abbeville, from the hands of a labourer at the San Isidro archeological site. He added that this had attracted the attention of Casiano de prado, who would afterwards obtain other worked silex pieces from the same site, which C. de prado described in his geological paper on the province of Madrid. the reference to these obtained pieces is the following (lartet 1866a: 115, note 1): 
The paleolithic site of San Isidro
the French naturalist and prehistorian louis lartet is known in the field of history of science for his significant role in the propagation of the study of human fossils, especially in relation to the discovery of Cro-Magnon man (lartet 1869; laurent 1996) .
In 1862, after studying in paris, louis lartet worked at the Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle (Cartailhac, 1903 (Cartailhac, -1908 laurent, 1996) . that same year he travelled to Spain, accompanied by his tutor Edouard de Verneuil. during this visit, which was his first to Spain, Lartet, Verneuil and prado visited the San Isidro archeological site in Madrid. they obtained a silex tool, which the two French naturalists described and reproduced the following year in an illustration in the Bulletin de la Société Géologique de France (Verneuil and lartet 1863b) . the paper, presented by l. lartet for the society, starts off by stating that Spain had become the third European country, after France and England, in which worked silex had been uncovered in quaternary sediments. After acknowledging the Complutum, 2013, Vol. 24 (2): 43-50 showed them not one but various pieces he had set apart, of which only one matched the silex piece they wanted to find (Prado 1864: 300-301). On this point prado differs from l. lartet's version, as at no time does lartet suggest that they had gone to the Madrid site to look for any specific piece of lithic or paleontological material. On the contrary, the Spanish geologist gives the impression that the intention of the three was to check whether there were any remains of human lithic industry at the San Isidro site.
A few pages further on, prado publicly declares the reality of man's great antiquity on Earth. Going even further than the antediluvian chronology of boucher de perthes, he claimed it likely that the human species had appeared in the tertiary era, or at least in the final stages of it. Prado's justification for this was the possible indications of tertiary lithic remains described the previous year in 1863 by Jules desnoyers. prado also added that Gabriel de Mortillet was considering checking and documenting desnoyer's data and publishing the results in his journal Matériaux pour l´histoire positive de l´homme (see prado 1864: 306) appendix entitled Breves reflexiones sobre la antigüedad del hombre y su supremacia entre los demás seres. However, even if Mortillet had previously supported the existence of man in the tertiary, he subsequently changed his mind and from 1873 onwards claimed that the evidence unearthed in that period was in fact evidence of the activity of a human precursor (pelayo 2009).
The excavations in the Cameros Mountains
louis lartet returned to Spain in the summer of 1865, this time accompanied by his father Édouard lartet. After arriving in the Iberian peninsula, Éd-ouard lartet was unable to start his work due to an illness, so louis began the exploration of various caves in Álava and the Cameros Mountains. His work on human and animal bone fossils, lithic industry and pottery published in the Revue Archéologique (lartet 1866a) had repercussions in French scientific societies and specialist magazines and in Spain, it was spread by geologists.
In the introduction to his work, Louis justified his explorations, in the first place because of the great interest that existed among geologists and paleontologists for the comparative study of zoological geography of quarternary fauna, which had coexisted with the earliest human groups. there was thus a desire to check whether the pyrenees had formed an insurmountable barrier to the mammals whose habitat at that time was restricted to the arctic regions. As a second objective, it was It must be pointed out that lartet made a double mistake in the references to silex in the above mentioned article. page 684 corresponds to the beginning of another article that he published along with Verneuil, which was in the preceding pages (Verneuil and lartet 1863a) . Furthermore, the silex piece shown in the illustration was not that of plate X but plate XI.
In this version by lartet, which was mostly an attempt to establish himself professionally in the emerging new discipline, he was describing the silex that he himself had previously published with Verneuil in the Société Géologique de France. In their article they did not attribute a key role to any one of the three researchers; they only indicated, without specifying who, that one of them had asked the Galician workman at the quarry if during the excavations he had found anything of interest, without specifying to the workman what sort of things they were looking for. What stands out in Verneuil and lartet's story is the answer they said the workman gave. the French geologists described how the workman went off to find a stone he had uncovered some time before from a level he was able to point out with great precision, at the same time as saying that the stone looked as if it had been shaped by man. In their account of the events, lartet and Verneuil confirmed that they corroborated the workman's opinion and were immediately able to identify the stone as a silex axe similar to those that had been found in the diluvial terrains at Abbeville and Amiens (Verneuil and lartet 1863b: 699) .
lartet's interpretation contradicted the account of the silex discovery that C. de prado published in his book on the geological description of Madrid (1864). The Spanish geologist specified that it was Verneuil who had gone up to the workers to ask them if they had come across any particular stone of interest. He went on to confirm that the supervisor, after having answered their question affirmatively, of a great number of caves in the surrounding area, more than l. lartet expected. He managed to explore twenty caves in the area around torrecilla de Cameros; the principal ones known collectively by the name of the lóbrega Cave, although they also inspected the so-called Cruz de Hierro, grouped around the peña de la Miel in Nieva, and caves in Ortigosa. Although only three of these caves provided any evidence of value on quaternary fauna in that part of Spain, he was lucky in that the bone remains were from three different ages, which corresponded to the three chronological divisions used for the caves in France (l. lartet 1866a: 119).
The first and oldest of the ages was uncovered in one of the higher caverns in the peña de la Miel, in the form of bone remains from a rhinoceros of a different species than Rhinoceros tichorhinus, and abundant bones from very large oxes, possibly Bos primigenius, common deer and roe deer. Some of the bones were fractured, which suggested human intervention; however, that was very doubtful because there was no worked silex to be found, nor any other remains of human industry or settlement.
the second of the ages was represented in one the lower caverns in the peña de la Miel. the remains of ashes were found along with numerous bones that were very fragmented, some of them showing signs of having been subjected to the cut of a rough instrument. He found mixed in with these remains were irregularly worked silex pieces, all with cutting edges. In a more modern deposit l. lartet found silex pieces shaped in the form of scrapers and blades, better worked than those found in the deeper layers, which made him think that they could not have been the work of the cave dwellers and must have been brought in from another place. The animal remains identified in this cave belonged to herbivores. the bones of a very large ox were found, possibly Bos primigenius, along with deer, roe deer and horse; in his opinion, these must have served as food for the primitive inhabitants of Spain. l. lartet pointed out that neither in this cave, nor in any of the previous caves that were inspected, had they found the remains of reindeer, great Irish deer, cave bear or any of the other species that characterized the deposits in the caves in France. For him, however, the cave in the peña de la Miel was comparable to the French caves classified as belonging to the reindeer Age. the similarity was based on the presence and form of the worked silex pieces, in the way in which the bones were split and in the absence of the remains of domesticated animals. He regreted that quaternary paleontological research in Spain was not very well developed; without having any references with which to compare, it was not appropriate to draw any definitive conclusions from important to verify whether species of elephants and hairy rhinoceroses, whose fossil remains could be found from Siberia to the pyrenees, had in the past been able to extend their habitat and reach the Iberian peninsula. Finally, it was necessary to see whether in Spain, as in France, caves had served as a refuge for the first humans of that region. On that point, lartet included the previously mentioned note in which he gave his own particular version of the search for worked silex in San Isidro (lartet 1866a: 114-115).
lartet attributed Falconer and Christy with the origin of the project to go to Spain and set up an exploratory camp on the peninsula from which to carry out the three above-mentioned objectives. After his father had been associated with the project, l. lartet said that he had included him so that he could participate in the explorations. After the plans had already been made and the departure date set, however, Falconer died in January 1865 and Christy three months later. l. lartet decided to go ahead with the plan prepared in association with the two deceased men (l. lartet 1866a: 115).
It was important, l. lartet continued, to search for evidence in those areas clearly situated to the south of the pyrenees ranges and to their western extensions in the north-west of the Iberian peninsula. With this aim, Edouard and louis left bayonne in August 1865, reaching Vitoria, the capital of the province of Álava, where they began their research. but the intense heat and the onset of an indisposition prevented Edouard from taking an active part in the exploratory work, leaving louis to carry on the work without his guidance.
the reconnaissance and cores undertaken in some of the caves in the area around Vitoria, following the indications of a bookseller from a town called Egaña, produced no results. So they went on to another area in the Iberian system rich with caves. On arrival in logroño they contacted Ildefonso Zubía, teacher of Natural History at the logroño Institute; having explored the area himself, Zubía gave them precise indications about caves situated in the area around torrecilla de Cameros, among them the ló-brega Cave. l. lartet knew of its existence because C. de prado had referred to it in his work on the geological description of Madrid. l. lartet spoke enthusiastically of Zubía, who kept a collection of local objects in the Logroño Institute, classified methodically and scientifically, the likes of which there were very few of in Spain, (l. lartet 1866a: 116).
l. lartet, after crossing the monotonous Ebro plain in a stagecoach, entered the Cebollera Mountains, making his way towards torrecilla, where he was due to meet up with his father. In torrecilla the pharmacist pedro blanco told him of the existence harder sandstone pebbles and originating from the same place as the previous ones, which had probably been collected from the river. Some of them were broken as if they had been heated at high temperatures and later submerged in cold water. lartet also found the remains of charcoal scattered among the ashes, which indicated the use of logs from the abundant oak trees in the area, and acorns, which must have served as food. likewise, there were sandstone pebbles that were worn down on one side as if they had been used as mill stones to grind the acorns into powder. Other objects uncovered in the cave included well-preserved clay vessels, cups, fragments of large decorated jars and worked bones for piercing and polishing meant in his opinion, for the preparation of skins, a slender bone stick, arched and perforated in one of its two extremities and a slab of baked clay with three holes in it whose function was not clear. What he did not find were any possible silex or metal weapons, which he thought might have been used by the inhabitants of the lóbrega Cave (lartet 1866a: 124-126).
louis lartet accompanied this article with two illustrations comprising 32 figures that showed all the materials mentioned in the text -rounded edges, stone and bone tools and clay vessels. the clay vessels were the most noteworthy evidence of the relatively advanced industry of the inhabitants of the lóbrega Cave; they had been made by hand and the clay must have been baked in the open air and not in an oven. Judging by the small size of the fingermarks, they most likely had been made by women. this type of pottery -being soft clays from a smooth mix, sandy-clay, calcareous, imperfectly fired and easily scratched by iron -would fit the first of the classifications for fired clays established by Alexandre brongniart in his Traité des arts céramiques, ou des poteries (1844). As the firing had been imperfect, the colour varied from a dull brown-grey to black and red (l. lartet 1866a: 127).
Lartet finished by concluding that in the study of the cave floor it had been possible to identify the three paleontological ages previously mentioned. The first was that of the Rhinoceros and the Bos primigenius in the upper cave of the peña de la Miel; it was doubtful whether humans had ever inhabited the cave at this time. the second was that of the Bos primigenius in the lower cave; there was the presence of human inhabitants without any domesticated species and was noteworthy for the absence of reindeer and the majority of mammals associated with the French caves of this age. Humans used bones, fragmenting them with silex and splitting them into shapeless fragments, which at the end of the period were replaced by scrapers. the third age was that of domesticated animals, noteworthy for a the isolated results on which his observations were based (l. lartet 1866a: 121).
the third age was characterized by a more modern civilization and its remains were found in two caves known as the lóbrega Cave (lartet 1866a: 121). It was in this cave system where lartet, accompanied by pedro blanco and two labourers made their archeological excavations. After describing the interior of these two caves in his article, lartet mentioned that in the higher part of the excavations they had found ashes, the remains of vessels, broken animal bones and work tools. In the surface layers they had uncovered animal bones, two jaws and, nearby in a small natural cavity, a dolicocephalic skull with a degree of conservation similar to one of the two jaws mentioned. they also discovered the skeleton of a newly born child. As these remains were found at a very shallow depth, lartet was cautious about whether any of these remains could be dated as belonging to the time of ancient industry. He only went as far as to point out that there was a significant difference between one of the jaws, which belonged to a brachycephalic type, and that of the other human remains, which had not been found at such a deep level. l. lartet (1866a: 123, note 2) mentioned that pruner-bay, after examining the human remains, had established that the skull and one of the jaws, although from different individuals, belonged to the Celtic type, while the other jaw showed characteristics that suggested identifying it as a young brachycephalic female (pruner-bey 1866b).
the associated fauna seemed to correspond to a species domesticated by man. lartet mentioned that his father had recognized two small breeds of ox and one or two breeds of goat. there was an abundance of boar and pig bones and those of deer and roe deer were also unearthed. the horns of these ruminants had been put to various uses, as there were carvings and visible signs that they had been sawn. the most characteristic feature of the fauna in this cave was the presence of numerous canine remains, clearly distinct to other carnivores such as wolves, jackals or foxes. It was not possible to tell if this animal had come under domestication. the bones in the lóbrega Cave were less fragmented than those found in the lower cave of the peña de la Miel. Some of the bones of the lóbrega Cave were burnt and others showed signs of human work, as they had been smoothed and made into different types of tools. Near the cavity where the human cranium had been found, two large flat pieces of sandstone were collected, which had been worked into circular shapes, seemed to have been subjected to fire and were blackened at the centers as if they had been used for cooking food. there were also ists. they were very active and well informed and they were linked to relevant scientific institutions of their time such as the School of Mines, the universities of Madrid and Seville and the royal Academy of Exact, physical and Natural Sciences. they were responsible for transmitting the work on evidence of the remote presence of the human race on Earth. At the same time they built a network of contacts with French and british colleagues, with whom they exchanged materials and conducted joint fieldwork.
In this context, the Iberian peninsula was considered an important geographical area for the emerging European prehistorians. Not only because of the identification of human fossil remains in Gibraltar, but also due to the materials that could be provided by the exploration of Spanish caves, so as to be compared with those found in southwest France. the program designed by Edouard lartet, Falconer and Christy for the study of prehistoric archaeology in the south pyrenees should be understood in the framework of the international scientific relations, for which (ideally) there were no political boundaries. this program of work was essential in the pursuit of when and how human activity in southwestern Europe had originated.
After excavating in the archaeological sites of San Isidro and Cameros Mountain, where the French paleontologist had found materials that confirmed the great antiquity of humans in Spain, the Ministerio de Instrucción Pública appointed louis lartet to verify the authenticity of the discovered prehistoric remains in the Cro-Magnon Cave (Eyzies, dordogne). He presented his study on 21 May 1868 to the Société d'Anthropologie de Paris (l. lartet 1869), giving an expert description of the geological and archeological surroundings in which the bone remains of five individuals were found, dating their age as immediately preceding the period when prehistoric art had begun. new species of very carnivorous dog. When humans become dedicated to shepherding, they increase the number of tools and perfect the use of bones. the biggest step in progress that separated the inhabitants of the lóbrega Cave from those of the peña de la Miel was their knowledge of the art of pottery. According to lartet, in the absence of bronze objects, the pottery -similar to that from the stone and bronze ages in denmark and that of the lake-dwellings in Switzerland and Italy -must be dated at the end of the stone age (l. lartet 1866a: 130-132) the archaeological study in the Cameros Mountain that l. lartet carried out had repercussions in France and Spain. Extracts from it were taken and distributed by Mortillet in March 1866 in his magazine Matériaux pour l'histoire positive et philosophique de l'homme (Mortillet 1866) . It was also presented and reviewed by Franz pruner-bey in the May 1866 session of the Société d'Anthropologie in paris (pruner-bey 1866a). Similarly, that year in the Bulletin de la Société Géologique de France another extract from l. lartet's work was published, in which he referred to his research in the caves of the Ebro basin, where he had collected fossils of mammal bones and remains of human industry (lartet 1866b).
Final remarks
The finding of a lithic tool in San Isidro (Madrid) in 1862 implied the existence of human beings in the distant past over a thousand kilometers south of the excavations in France and England where the first evidence of the antiquity of man had been found. This discovery of worked flint in Spain was a result of the existing interest for the setup of the new discipline among a small but influential nucleus of mining engineers, palaeontologists and naturalnoteS
